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applications of these metamaterials in devices and components, along with physical remarks and
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ABSTRACT - Here we first present a brief background
and the history of complex media, in particular the
materials with negative permittivity and permeability, and
then we discuss some of the salient electromagneticfeatures
of these metamaterials. This is followed by description of
some of the ideas regarding potential future applications of
these metamaterials in devices and components, along with
physical remarks and intuitive justification.

properties and response functions, not easily available or
probable in nature but physically realizable, with new
applications in the design of devices and components.
Various types of electromagnetic composite media, such
as chiral materials, omega media, wire media,
bianisotropic media, linear and nonlinear media, and
local and nonlocal media to name a few, have been
studied hy various research groups worldwide.
. .

I. INTRODUCTION
The first attempt to explore the concept of “artificial”
materials appears to begin in the late part of nineteenth
century when in 1898 Jagadis Chunder Bose conducted
the first microwave experiment on twisted structures,
which by today’s definition, was an artificial chiral
“medium” [I].
Later in 1914, Lindman worked on
“artificial” chiral media, which he formed by dispersing
many randomly-oriented small wire helices in a host
medium [2]. In 1948, Kock [3] made lightweight
microwave lenses by arranging conducting spheres, disks,
and strips periodically, and he demonstrated the
possibility of tailoring the effective refractive index of the
“artificial” media. Since then, the artificial complex
materials have been the subject of research for many
investigators worldwide.
Such interest has been
motivated by many aspects among which is the general
idea that some of the devices and components that are
made from naturally available optical materials can be
constructed using “artificial” materials for applications in
the lower frequencies. This can be achieved by length
scaling 141. Furthermore, and more importantly, in
recent years new concepts in synthesis and novel
fabrication techniques may allow construction of new
classes of composite materials with interesting
electromagnetic properties not easily available in nature.
These metamaterials, which can in principle be
synthesized hy embedding various constituents/inclusions
with novel geometrical shapes and forms in some host
media (Fig. I), possess exciting electromagnetic

. .

Fig. 1. A generic sketch for a metamaterial synthesized by
embedding various inclusions in a host medium.

As is well known, in particulate composite media,
electromagnetic waves interact with the inclusions,
inducing electric and magnetic moments, which in turn
affect the macroscopic effective permittivity and
permeability of the bulk composite “medium”. Since
metamaterials can be synthesized hy embedding
artificially fabricated inclusions in a specified host
medium or on a host surface, this provides the designer
with a large collections of independent parameters (or
degrees of freedom), such as the properties of host
materials, the size, shape, and composition of the
inclusions, and the density, arrangement, and alignment
of these inclusions, to work with in order to ‘engineer a
metamaterial with a specific electromagnetic response
functions not found in each of the individual constituent
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time, their circuit-model analysis had also revealed the
possibility of having negative permicivity and
permeability in omega media for certain range of
frequencies.
In light of the recent interest in
metamaterials
with
negative
permittivity
and
permeability, Engheta, Nelatury and Hoorfar [21] have
been exploring theoretically the possibility of extending
Saadoun and Engheta’s analysis.
By studying
electromagnetic wave interaction with the omega
inclusions using the full-wave method-of-moment
analysis, they evaluate frequency dependence of electric
and magnetic polarizability tensors for omega inclusions,
and then they obtain effective permittivity and effective
permeability of bulk omega media using combined
numerical and analytical techniques, with the goal of
exploring situations when the omega media may possess
negative permittivity and permeability at certain band of
frequencies [21]. The theoretical analysis in this work
has shown that, under certain conditions, omega media
may indeed behave as a metamaterial with negative
permittivity and permeability at some frequency band.
One of the interesting features of the omega inclusion is
that when it is in resonance, both the induced electric and
magnetic dipole moments exhibit the resonant behaviour
at the same frequency. This can lead to relative ease of
design of appropriate omega structures for a desired range
of frequency.

materials. Each and every one of these design parameters
can play a key role in the final outcome of the synthesis
and process. Among these, the geometry (or shape) of the
inclusions is one that can provide a variety of new
possibilities for metamaterials processing.
Recently, the idea of complex materials in which both
permittivity and permeability possess negative real values
at certain frequencies has received considerable attention
(see e.g., [5]-[25]). In 1967, Veselago theoretically
investigated plane wave propagation in a material whose
permittivity and permeability were assumed to be
simultaneously negative [9]. His theoretical study showed
that for a monochromatic uniform plane wave in such a
medium the direction of the Poynting vector is
antiparallel to the direction of phase velocity, contrary to
the case of plane wave propagation in conventional
simple media. Recently, Smith et al. constructed such a
composite medium for the microwave regime, and
demonstrated experimentally the presence of anomalous
refiaction in this medium [ 5 ] , [XI. For metamaterials
with negative permittivity and permeability, several
names and terminologies have been suggested, such as
“left-handed” media [51, [61, [XI, 191, 1131, [151, media
with negative refractive index 151, t61, [XI, [91, [141,
“backward wave media” (BW media) [lo], “double
negative (DNG)” metamaterials [ll], to name a few.
Many research groups all over the world are now
studying various aspects of this class of metamaterials,
and several ideas and suggestions for future applications
of these materials have been proposed. As for methods of
constructions, several geometries for the inclusions of
such media have been suggested. Among those, one can
mention the thin wire and the split ring resonators (SRR)
used originally by Smith, Schultz and Shelby [5], [8],
inspired by the work of Pendry [7], capacitively loaded
strips (CIS) and SRR by Ziolkowski [12], and the theory
and numerical study for omega inclusions by Engheta,
Nelatury, and Hoorfar [21].

Fig. 2. Sketch of an omega medium.

111. SIJEIWAVELENGTH
DNG-DPS CAVITYAND
WAVEGUIDE

U. OMEGAMEDSLIM
AS A DNG MEDSUM
In the early 1990’s. Saadoun and Engheta
theoretically introduced the idea of “omega” medium as a
particulate medium conceptually made of many small
2 embedded in a
inclusions in the shape of Greek letter L
host medium [25], and then in their theoretical work on
analysis of wave propagation in “omega” media (both
“local” and “nonlocal” omega media) they studied the
modelling of effective permittivity, effective permeability
and effective (omega) coupling coefficient in such media
using the circuit-model approach for the omega
inclusions [25]. Although not of interest to them at the

Exploiting the fact that the Poynting vector of a plane
wave in a DNG medium is antiparallel with its phase
velocity, and the corresponding anomalous refraction of a
wave at the boundary between a DNG medium and a
conventional medium (which can be called a “doublepositive (DPS)” medium), can lead to interesting ideas for
novel devices and components. In one of our recent
works in this area, we theoretically introduced the idea of
thin subwavelength cavity resonators in which a pair of
DPS and DNG layers was inserted ([17]-[191). In that
work, our theoretical results revealed that a slab of DNG
188

metamaterial can act as a phase compensator/conjugator,
and by pairing a DNG slab with a DPS slab one can, in
principle, have a 1-D cavity resonator whose dispersion
relation does not depend on the sum of thicknesses of the
interior materials filling this cavity, but instead it depends
on the rurio of these thicknesses [17], [19].

be as thin or as thick as needed as long as the above ratio
is satisfied. If we assume that w , d, and d, are chosen

such that the small-argument approximation can be used
for the tangent function, the above relation can be
simplified as

~ Z Mfrom, which
4 IUI

we can see that

d, /di must satisfy the specific ratio in order to have a
resonant mode with frequency o in this cavity.
Therefore, in principle, we can have a thin, subwavelength cavity resonator for a given frequency, if at
this frequency the second layer acts as a DNG
metamaterial, and the ratio, d, ld, , satisfies the above
conditions.
We also analyzed the modes inside the parallel-plate
waveguides containing a pair of parallel DPS and DNG
layers (Fig. 3). for which the dispersion relations have the
following form
Fig. 3. An idea for a compact, thin, sub-wavelength cavity
resonator or a waveguide. A pair of DPS and DNG slabs is
placed between the two perfectly conducting plates. With the
proper choice of ratio of dl over dz3 one can have a resonant
cavity in which the ratio of dl and dz is the main constraint, not
the sum of thicknesses, dl+d2. (see [171, [191 for more details.)

More explicitly, we have found that the dispersion
characteristics of this 1-D cavity resonator can be written
as

where the quantities p, , 4 , & , and

are generally all

frequency dependent. It is important to note that the
choice of sign for the square roots does not affect this
dispersion relation. Either choice of sign (positive or
negative sign) for the two square roots will leave this
dispersion relation unchanged. Since the first layer is
assumed to be made of a lossless DPS material, and the
second layer is taken to be a lossless DNG metamaterial,
,
p 2 = - l , u l , and
we can write u = ( j ~ I&,+&,I,

= - I 4 1.

As we have shown in 1171, substituting

these expressions in Eq. (1). we get
t-("4
tan("dz)

- lP*l&Fl
-I A I m

where p is the longitudinal wave number of the guided
modes [18]. Again, we note that this dispersion relation
does not constrain the total thickness of the waveguide
d, d, . Rather it includes the ratios of tangent of these
quantities. Alu and Engheta have also investigated the
modes in open DNG slab waveguides, and mode coupling
between open DNG(q)d DPS slab waveguides [19]. [20].
In each of these problems, we have found that when a
DNG layer is combined with, or is in proximity of, a DPS
layer interesting and unusual properties are observed for
wave propagation within this structure. The paired DNGDPS bilayer structures exhibit even more interesting
properties than a single DNG or DPS slab. These
properties are specific to the wave interaction between the
DNG and DPS layers. Such sub-wavelength cavity and
guided-wave structures with no cut-off thicknesses, which
may support resonant and propagating modes even at
thicknesses much smaller than the wavelength, may
provide possibilities for design of future miniaturized
devices. We have also analyzed the modal structures in
parallel-plate cavities and waveguides filled with a pair of
conjugate "single-negative" layers, and have obtained
their salient features [22].

+

(2)

IV. CONCLUSION

which shows no constraint on the sum of thicknesses of
d, and d,, and instead it only shows dependence on the
rurio of tangent of these thicknesses (with multiplicative
constants). So, in principle, d, and d, can conceptually

Following a short review of the history of complex
media and metamaterials, some of the salient features and
potential ideas for metamaterial with negative refractive
index have been discussed. It is shown that double
189

negative media possess interesting features and
electromagnetic response functions that can offer exciting
possibilities for the future design of devices and
components involving subwavelength structures. Some
of the salient properties of these structures have been
reviewed.
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